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2 LeT fidayeen killed in
32-hr gun battle in Srinagar
shelter in the under-construction
structure in Karan Nagar locality
that has both commercial and residential buildings", he said.
"Since the operation was in a
very congested locality and a lot
of civilian population were around
all the civilian population was first
removed from the area. We thank
the citizens of Srinagar city as
they cooperated with us and it's
because of their help the entire
area was vacated. Subsequently, a

Avalanche warning in Kashmir, NH remains closed on 2nd day

"The paramilitary force could
have suffered huge losses had it not
been for the alert sentry who thwarted the fidayeen attack", he said.
Asked if there could be more
militants hiding in the area, Sahi said
the sentry saw only two militants.
"The sentry has done a commendable job and once the dust settles, we
will surely award him," he said.
Asked if there were reports of
Commanders and India and China Armies at Eastern Ladakh
more militants in the city or inputs
of more attacks, the CRPF officer on Tuesday.

Sino-Indian troops meet in Ladakh

mutual desire of maintaining and
improving relations at functional
level at the border," sources said.
A programme showcasing
Chinese culture and tradition
was organised, they said.
Both the delegations interacted in a free, congenial and
cordial environment.

New armored vehicle used by the Army for first time at Karan
Nagar, Srinagar encounter on Tuesday. -Excelsior/Shakeel
deliberate assault was planned
jointly by SOG and CRPF. The
operation was clean as we ensured
that there was no collateral damage other than the location the terrorists were hiding", he said.
IG CRPF Ravideep Sahi said
security forces conducted a comprehensive recce of the area and
devised a strategy before launching the operation. "We rescued
five families of CRPF personnel
as well as a few civilians and once
the sanitisation of the area was
done, the operation was
launched," he said.

said the forces were on the alert.
"The conditions and the environment in which we are working, I
can only say this, that our jawans
on ground are very alert to the
security challenges which we face.
Our jawans and officers are sensitive and whatever challenges are
there, we will face them," he said.
Authorities had imposed
restrictions in the area as a precautionary measure to stop people
from converging near the
encounter site. As part of the
measures, Internet speed was
reduced in Srinagar.

HC directs removal of
encroachments along Jhelum
removal of encroachments from
the their respective districts in
coordination with I&FC department.
Court earlier had directed for
removing of encroachments
from all the canals existing in
Kashmir Province and in this
regard Deputy Commissioners
of the concerned Districts were
directed to monitor and to
ensure removal of encroachment
through concerned authorities.
"The Deputy Commissioners
in their respective districts shall
mobilize all concerned, in particular Irrigation and Flood
Control Department in coordination with concerned Chief
Engineer for ensuring complete
removal of encroachment from
the canals in their respective districts", DB directed.
Court during the proceedings
of the matter observed that to
avoid any further devastative
floods like that of 2014, all
canals which, in fact, are tributaries leading to rival Jhelum are
required to be restored to their
original position by removing all
encroachments and the river
Jhelum is also required to be
restored to its original position.
"By or before next date, all
the Deputy Commissioners shall
ensure filing of latest status
regarding removal of encroachment from the canals existing in
their respective jurisdictions.
The present progress of dredging and removal of encroachment from the banks of rival
Jhelum shall also be reported",
read the order.
Court in view of the recent
breach on embankment of river
near Lasjan outskirts of Srinagar
city directed the Deputy
Commissioner, Srinagar to file
the inquiry report within eight
days, in default to remain personally present.
In reference to the original
width of the canal ranging from
17 feet to 27 feet which by
afflux of time has squeezed to
the mere 3 feet to 5 feet.
Shrinking of the width of the
canal was taken serious note of.
The Chief Engineer concerned
was directed to file an affidavit

so as to show how many irrigation canals existed in the
Kashmir valley as per official
record with their present status.
The affidavit was filed which
has been taken note of in the
previous order suggesting that as
pre record, 522 canals are in
existence and functional. In isolated cases, the canals passing
through suburbs of Srinagar City
and main towns have been
encroached upon since last few
decades because of urbanization.
Court said the timely action
has not been taken for removal
of
encroachment.
Chief
Engineer and other statutory
authorities of the respondent
department were directed to take
necessary steps for removal of
encroachment and to file compliance
report.
Inspector
General of Police, Kashmir, was
to provide necessary assistance
to the Chief Engineer.
As Court has already noticed
that river Jhelum is the main
aquatic life line in the Kashmir
valley and it was observed that it
is the duty of the Chief Engineer
and other statutory authorities to
ensure removal of all encroachments from the banks of river
Jhelum along its entire course.
Environmental Policy Group
have sought relief to direct the
authorities to frame and execute
a
comprehensive
Jhelum
restoration and flood prevention
plan on scientific lines so as to
block the future recurrence of
flood and inundation of residential areas and also to furnish
details of the amounts received
from the Central Government
for restoration, repairs of the
damaged breaches of Jhelum
embankments/bunds and the
amount spent so far on the execution of the said restoration
work, further a command be
issued to the respondents to
ensure completion of dredging
of river Jhelum within a stipulated period of time.
Prayer has also been sought
that the authorities be directed to
undertake the dredging of Wular
Lake for restoration of 40% of
its lost storage capacity.
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Sources said both the sides
sought to build on the mutual
feeling to uphold the treaties and
agreements signed between the
Governments of the two countries to maintain peace and tranquility along the Line of Actual
Control (LAC).

Clear evidence of local support
emerges as death toll rises to 10
up to Sunjuwan Military Station
and escaped before the attack.
Inspector General of Police
(IGP), Jammu Zone, Dr SD
Singh Jamwal told Excelsior
that all angles of "local support''
are being investigated.
"Definitely, there was some
kind of local support to the militants, which was evident from
the fact that the militants were
not carrying any GPS or mobile
with them,'' he said, adding
efforts were on to track down
the militant sympathizers, who
might have helped the terrorists
carry out the fidayeen attack.
Generally, the militants carry
GPS or phone with them to
reach the target assigned to
them. In Sunjuwan attack, no
such devices have been recovered from the militants, which
indicated that militants might
have been given shelter and then
guided up to the Military Station
to launch the attack by their
local sympathisers.
"The militants had shaved
their faces before carrying out
the attack,'' sources said, adding
this indicated that the militants
had stayed in a house before setting out on the mission.
The militants were high on
drugs and had most probably
been injected Amphetamine,
also known as `Jihadi drugs',
which most of the fidayeens use
before brutal killings.
According to sources, the
militants had planned to prolong
the gunbattle as they were carrying with them energy drinks, eye
drops, candies, dry fruits and
syringes. The eye drops are used
to avert sleep in the prolonged
fights.
The militants, sources said,
were wearing CRPF uniforms,
which showed they initially
might have planned an attack on
the CRPF camp but changed the
decision sometime back or they
might have been unable to get
Army dresses.
Though identity of the militants was yet to be ascertained,
they were believed to be
Pakistanis. However, security
agencies were trying to find out
whether they had come from
Kashmir or from the border. The
strong possibility was that the
militants might have come from
the Valley though all possibilities are being looked into.
Meanwhile, during sanitization operation, Army today
recovered body of another soldier, who had been killed in the
fidayeen attack inside Sunjuwan
Military Station. He was identified as Havaldar Rakesh
Chandra of 6 Mahar, a resident
of village Sankar in Pauri
Garhwal area of Uttarakhand.
He had probably been killed
during initial phase of attack by
the militants on Saturday morn-

ing.
With this death toll in the
gunbattle has risen to 10 including six Army personnel, a civilian, who happened to be father
of an Army jawan and all three
fidayeens, who had attacked the
camp. Of six martyr jawans,
four belonged to Kashmir and
one each to Jammu and
Uttarakhand.
Sources said the Army
Sentry observed movement of
two suspected militants on a
motor bike outside a camp at
Domana at 4.30 am today and
fired some shots. The suspects
fled away. Immediately after the
incident, Army and police alerted all forward security installations on Jammu-Akhnoor road
and launched searches in the villages especially the route leading to the International Border.
However, till late tonight, the
militants remained untraced as
no further contact was established with them after morning's
firing.
"A suspected fidayeen attack
on an Army camp has been,''
sources said. Police, however,
didn't rule out speculative firing
by the Army Sentry.
When
contacted,
SSP
Jammu, Vivek Gupta said they
are taking it as an incident.
"We have sounded an alert
and are conducting searches in
all the areas,'' Gupta said.
Sources said the militants, if
any, haven't been spotted during
the searches.
Meanwhile, bodies of all
three fidayeen were still kept in
the Military Hospital, Satwari
after post-mortem and completion of all legal formalities. The
External Affairs Ministry has
approached Pakistan for taking
over bodies of their nationals as
the Government has evidence on
nationality of the fidayeens.
Army today organized
wreath laying ceremony of
Sunjuwan martyrs at Technical
Airport, which among others
was attended by Chief Minister
Mehbooba Mufti, Deputy Chief
Minister Dr Nirmal Singh and
General Officer Commanding
(GOC) 9 Corps Lt Gen YVK
Mohan.
The Chief Minister turned
emotional as she inter-acted
with family members including
children of the martyrs. The
bodies of martyrs were later
flown to their native towns in
the Kashmir valley.
Mehbooba laid wreaths on
the bodies of martyrs and paid
tributes to them.
The Army martyrs from
Kashmir included Subedar
Mohammad
Ashraf
Mir,
Havaldar Habibullah Qureshi,
Lance Naik Mohammad Iqbal
and Naik Manjoor Ahmed
Deva.

authorities today issued avalanche warning. The State
Disaster Management Authority
(SDMA) issued high danger
avalanche
warning
for
Baramulla,
Kupwara
and
Bandipora districts including
Gulmarg, Kupwara-ChowkibalTangdhar sector, Furkian-Z Gali
and
Bandipora-KanzalwanGurez sector.
They issued Medium danger
avalanche warning for Kargil district and Low danger warning for
Poonch, Rajouri, Reasi, Doda,
Kishtwar, Udhampur, Kulgam,
Budgam and Leh districts and
Srinagar-Jammu
National
Highway. The people living in avalanche prone areas have been
advised to take precautionary
measures while moving out.
With the improvement in
weather conditions, the flights
today landed and took off from
Srinagar airport after all the flights
were cancelled yesterday due to
poor visibility and snowfall.
The Jammu-Srinagar National
Highway remained closed for traffic today as no vehicle was allowed
to proceed towards Jammu or
Srinagar. However, as weather
improved today and highway was
cleared from boulders/ slides
ahead of Ramban, over 200 vehicles including 55 carrying passengers were allowed to proceed
towards Srinagar. However, after
and hour the highway was again
blocked at 1.30 pm due to fresh
land slides at Digdol and Battery
Chashma.
Snowfall, coupled with landslides and shooting of stones triggered by incessant rains at several
places including Panthyal, Ramsoo
and Anokhifal, forced the closure
of the highway, leaving hundreds
of vehicles stranded.
Over 200 vehicles including 55
passenger vehicles stranded at
Banihal were allowed towards
Kashmir after the QazigundBanihal stretch was cleared of
snow this afternoon. However, a
landslide at Nashri this morning
slowed down the clearance operation but the agencies concerned
cleared the road after hectic efforts.
Authorities also allowed
around 160 light motor vehicles
and 240 trucks laden with essential
items from Udhampur towards
Kashmir, however, on reaching
Ramban they were stopped again
due to the fresh landslides and

Army rescued five foreign tourists
at Gulmarg who strayed from their
Skiing route and lost their way.
“One Dutch, one American
and three British tourists including
a lady started skiing at around 1.00
p.m. from Apharwat, Gondola
Phase II and got deviated from the
original route. They skied and
trekked for hours but in absence of
the guide were lost and not able to
find their route back to their hotel.
After hours of walking, they finally reached close to an Army Camp
at around 09.30 p.m in a bad state
and were totally exhausted”, the
Defence spokesman said.
He said that Army extended
every possible help to comfort the
guests and they were brought to
Gulmarg and were served with hot
dinner before being escorted back
by the representatives of the Hotel.
Anantnag police today said that
they rescued two pregnant ladies
who were stuck due to snowfall
that had blocked the roads. A
Police spokesman said: “Police
party of Police Station Larnoo on
receiving a distress call proceeded
towards village Tangwani & after
extraneous efforts managed to
transport the pregnant lady(name
withheld ) to PHC Larnoo in a
police vehicle, who was in dire
need of medical treatment & thereby saved a precious life.”
“In the similar case, the police
party from police station Utersoo
headed by SHO Police Station
Utersoo Inspector Imtiyaz Ahmad
after receiving a distress call proceeded towards the village Nurser
Chattergul. The road leading
towards the village was snow covered and at number of places trees
were fallen on road. After clearing
the fallen trees from road and walking a distance of about 3 kms, police
party reached to the village and
evacuated the pregnant lady on a bed
from Nurser to Kherpora and there
from transported to Shangus hospital in a Sumo hired by police”, the
spokesman added.

A view of snowfall at Patnitop.
shooting stones at Anokhi Fal and J&K in next 24-hours,” the official
Panthyal areas.
said.
Efforts are on to clear the highThe official said that Srinagar
way of the blockades at various recorded a low of -minus 0.6
places including Anookhi fall, degree Celsius and maximum of
Panthyal, Ramsoo, Karol, Mehar 5.7 degree Celsius. He said
and Nashri.
Gulmarg settled at minus 2.5
The Jammu-Poonch highway degrees Celsius. The ski resort had
was also closed during early morn- a low of minus 10.5 degrees
ing today due to snowfall at Celsius.
Bhimber Gali. The GREF authoriKargil and Leh townships in
ties cleared the snow and the high- Ladakh region recorded a miniway could be restored at a round mum of minus 14 degree Celsius
12.30 pm. Rajouri-Thannamandi- and minus 5.4 degrees Celsius and
Bafliaz-Suankore and Budhal- a maximum of minus 5.0 degree
Chasana -Mahore roads were also Celsius and minus 1.0 degree
closed. Several link roads in Celsius respectively.
Udhampur and Reasi, besides
The Pahalgam South Kashmir
Doda and Kishtwar have been recorded a low of minus 7.9 degree
blocked due to fresh snow fall and Celsius and a maximum of
power supply to majority of the 4.7degrees Celsius.
areas could not be restored even by
The winter capital city- Jammu,
this evening. Mahore-Gool, rescored a maximum temperature of
Chenani-Lati-Dudu-Basantgarh- 19.5 degree Celsius and minimum
Ramnagar Road was also blocked. 8.7 degree C today; Holy township
However, the traffic on Batote- of Katra maximum 16.5 degree C
Doda-Kishtwar road remained and minimum 5.0 degree C; tourist
smooth today.
resort Bhaderwah maximum 8.7
Reports from Kathua said that degree C and minimum minus 1.6
during thunder storm and lighting a degree C while Batote maximum
villager at Patoli in Lohai Malhar 8.4 degree C and minimum minus
area of Billawar/Bani was killed 1.7 degree C temperature.
late last evening. He was returning
Heavy rush of local tourists was
home when a strong beam of flash witnessed at Patnitop and Natha Top
light from the sky hit him causing which experienced heavy snowfall
his death on the spot. His body over night. It was Sunny day today
could be traced this morning. The and large number of people from
deceased has been identified as Jammu, Udhampur and other destiSurjeet Singh (32), son of Ramalu nations reached Kud, Patnitop and
Ram, resident of Patoli (Malhar). Natha Top to enjoy snowfall along
In yet another similar incident with their families.
during thunder storm late last
An official spokesman said that
evening one Shamim Akhtar (35), DM clears mega purchase of weapons for Army
wife of Mohd Sharief, resident of
In the last one month, the
village Bariyari Badaal in Kandi Kashmir as well as China's
(Budhal) area of district Rajouri, aggressive posturing in several DAC has fast tracked procurewas killed. She was at her home sectors along the nearly 4,000- ment of rifles, carbines and
LMGs to equip the soldiers on
km-long Sino-India border.
when the incident took place.
The Defence Ministry said the border with modern and
Meanwhile, a MET department official said there could be the DAC chaired by Defence more effective equipment.
The DAC also approved prolight rain or snow in some areas in Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
the next 24 hours. “Light cleared capital acquisition pro- curement of 5,719 sniper rifles
rain/snow would occur at isolated posals which were valued at Rs for the Indian Army and Indian
Air Force at an estimated cost of
places over the higher reaches of 15,935 crore.
It said the DAC accorded Rs 982 crore, the Ministry said.
The sniper rifles will be
approval for procurement of 7.4
lakh assault rifles for the three bought under the 'Buy Global'
services at an estimated cost of category, the ammunition for
these weapons will be initially
ly having a number of natural Rs 12,280 crore.
The rifles will be produced procured and subsequently mansprings and other water bodies
which have been polluted with in in India under the 'Buy and ufactured in India.
The Ministry said to enhance
(Indian)'
category
the passage of time”, the Make
Committee on Environment through both state-run Ordnance the anti-submarine warfare capaheaded by CPM MLA Mohd Factory Board and private sec- bilities of Indian Navy, the DAC
also approved the procurement
Yousuf Tarigami said in its tor.
In a statement, the Ministry of Advanced Torpedo Decoy
report.
It further observed, “envi- said "essential quantity" of Light Systems (ATDS) for the Indian
ronment and tourism are interre- Machine Guns (LMGs) will be Navy at a cost of Rs 850 crore.
The 'Mareech' system has
lated as such should maintain a through the "fast track" route at
been developed indigenously by
reasonable
balance.
The an estimated cost of over Rs
Defence
Research
and
Tourism Department should 1,819 crore, primarily to meet
the operational requirement of Development Organisation and
ensure not to raise any such type
the troops deployed on the bor- has successfully completed
of infrastructure which ultimateextensive trial evaluations.
ders.
ly results in damaging the envi"The 'Mareech' systems will
"A concurrent proposal is
ronment as a whole”.
being processed for the balance be produced by Bharat
After holding detailed delib- quantity to be procured under Electronics Limited, Bengaluru
erations on re-construction of the 'Buy and Make (Indian)' cat- at an estimated cost of Rs 850
historic
Mubarak
Mandi egorisation," the Ministry said. crore," the Ministry said. (PTI)
Complex, the Committee on
Environment has suggested creation of Mubarak Mandi Five years have passed since you left for
Development Authority so as to
heavenly abode on this day but your
develop the heritage fully.
sweet memories are still fresh in our
“State is having tourist destiheart & mind. May God rest your noble
nations in abundance besides
soul in peace.
having special tourism features. Deeply Missed & Remembered By :
Valley of Kashmir is a matchless P D Singh -Husband
in its scenic beauty and Jammu Manreet Kour -Daughter
leading in pilgrim tourism and Mankeerat Kour -Daughter
Lecturer
both needs to be explored to Sukhleen Kour -Sister
Ranjeet Kour
Sujan Singh -Father-in-law
their fullest besides the Tourism
Department has to be extra vigilant in respect of the environmental protection so that the
precious wealth is saved”, the
Committee has suggested.

Govt deptts treating directions of
Committee on Environment as ‘trash’
lack of solid waste mechanism
in Jammu province, the
Committee said, “all the waste is
being directly flown into water
bodies particularly River Tawi
thereby endangering the existence of famous river, which is
also called as Surya Putri”.
It is worthwhile to mention
here that not only Committee on
Environment of the Legislative
Assembly, a Parliamentary
Committee few years back had
criticized all the concerned
agencies
of
the
State
Government for maintaining
blind eye towards the deteriorating condition of River Tawi due
to continuous flow of waste.
The same concern by the
Committee on Environment of
State Legislative Assembly has
clearly established that no serious efforts have so far been
made to restore the purity of
sacred River Tawi.
About the tourist resort of
Patnitop and holy town of Katra,
the House Panel said, “solid
waste in Patnitop is not being
taken care of properly thereby
leading to pollution of the environment”. Similarly tons of
garbage being generated every
day in Katra is not being handled properly, the report added.
“It is a matter of serious concern that the area was historical-
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Strengthen nakas to trap militants
before they strike targets: MHA

attack on Sunjuwan Military
Station.
Finding Sentries always alert
at Sunjuwan, the militants had
entered the camp from an isolated `Nullah' by scaling wall and
cutting fence, where they managed to inflict seven casualties
including six Army personnel
and a civilian before being eliminated by the troops.
Sources said the Home
Ministry has directed all CAPFs
to further enhance security of
not only the vital installations
but all other camps and rely on
``credible Intelligence inputs'' to
go after the militants, before
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‘‘Daily Excelsior’’ does not
take responsibility for the
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other intended target.
Sources said the Home
Minister stressed the need for
immediate action to check infiltration attempts from across the
border.
Singh was briefed about the
steps taken for strengthening the
perimeter security of camps and
bases of security forces in
Jammu and Kashmir, sources
said.
The Home Minister was
informed that the highest level
of security had been put in place
in the entire State and steps were
being taken to foil attempts by
terrorists to attack security
forces.
Yesterday, Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman had visited
Jammu and reviewed the situation in the wake of terror attack
on Sunjuwan Military Station.
She had voiced concern over
local support as well as civilian
constructions that have come up
close to Military installations
and warned that Pakistan will
have to pay for the misadventure.

Muhammad Iqbal Sheikh and his
father Ghulam Mohiudin Sheikh
arrived in Reshipora village today.
Thousands of people attended their
last rites at native villages.
Mohammad Irshad, relative
of Mohamamd Iqbal said that he
was the lone bread winner for the
family. "He has four sisters and
one son. The family is very
poor", he said.
He appealed the Government
to help the family of deceased
soldier. "Government should
look after his family and they
should be given compensation.
From both sides, Kashmiris are
being killed. The entire village
became sad when the news about
his death was heard as he was
very young", he said.
Thousands of people also
gathered at Kewer in Qazigund
area of Kulgam to attend the last
rites of Manzoor Deva.
One of his relatives said that
Manzoor was a very good person
and very sincere to everyone.
"He was an asset for the nation
who left us today. He sacrificed
his life for the nation. The entire
village is in a state of mourning.

he said.
Army today paid rich tributes
to soldiers who were killed at
Sunjuwan Military Garrison,
Jammu. "Mortal remains of the
martyrs belonging to Kashmir
were flown to Srinagar by a special military aircraft", a defence
spokesman said here today.
"A Wreath Laying Ceremony
was organized at JAK LI
Regimental Centre to honour the
martyrs wherein wreaths were laid
on behalf of Lt Gen AK Bhatt,
GOC 15 Corps and Lt Gen Satish
Dua, Colonel of the JAK LI
Regiment", the spokesman said.
The mortal remains of Subedar
Mohammad Ashraf Mir, Hav
Habibullah Qureshi, Nk Manzoor
Ahmed
Deva
and
L/Nk
Mohammad Iqbal Sheikh were
then taken to their native places in
Kashmir Valley where they were
laid to rest with full military honours. "The Army deeply mourns
the loss of its brave soldiers and in
this hour of grief stands in solidarity with the bereaved families of the
martyrs and remains committed to
their dignity and well being", the
spokesman added.

In pursuance of the Orders of the Hon'ble High
Court dated:07.02.2018 passed in LPAOW No.
03/2018 MP No. 01/2018tilted J&K Public Service
Commission Vs State of J&K & Ors, it is hereby notified for information of all the concerned candidates
that their Admit Cards have been uploaded on the
Commissions website i.e. www.jkpsc.nic.inand the
candidates are advised to download the same.
Note:
1. The admission in the examination is purely provisional and subject to further verification of documents, fulfillment of eligibility conditions,submission of
deficient document(s), requisite fee, if any, as well as
subject to the outcome of LPAOW 3/2018 MP
No.01/2018 and other writ petition(s) if any, pending
consideration before the Hon'ble High Court at
Jammu/ Srinagar.
2. Candidates listedin Annexure-C of the notice
dated: 08.02.2018 who have not yet submitted their
Biodata as per proforma annexed with said notice are
given the last opportunity to submit the same on or
before 14.02.2018 till 12:00 Noon.
Sd/(Mohd Mumtaz Ali), KAS
Controller of Examinations
J&K Public Service Commission
DIP/J-10987/17 Dt:13-02-2018

